2021 CASH AND VOUCHER PROGRAMMING (CVP) ROADMAP MILESTONES ACHIEVED

6.7M BENEFICIARIES
78% IN FRAGILE CONTEXTS
50% OF THOSE THE MOST VULNERABLE CHILDREN
US$412M TOTAL CVP PORTFOLIO
CLOSE TO 40% of overall Humanitarian Disaster Management portfolio spent through cash and voucher delivered in East Africa 14.2%
Southern Africa 5.5%
West Africa 4.3%
Asia Pacific 14.3%
Latin America/Caribbean 9.38%
Middle East/Eastern Europe 52.5%

53 PROJECTS and programmes reviewed, recommendations provided
96 NATIONAL AND GLOBAL INTER-AGENCY FORA

Grand Bargain Cash and Social Protection, Global Sector Task Forces. Includes gFSC, EIE, CPHa, Shelter/WASH, H&N; CaLP & CCD & private sector; Cash Coordination Caucus

17 SOPS Standard Operating Procedures

COVID-19 RESPONSE and recovery (COVER) scale up through CVP/Social Protection transfers, guidance and policy briefs

HUMANITARIAN CASH VOUCHER Social Protection & Social Accountability guidance scaled up

781 STAFF trained on cash and voucher standards, approaches, tools, digital technology, risk compliance, & bilateral donor requirements

71% delivered via e-cash & e-vouchers

65% CVP Multi-Purpose Cash (MPCA)

AT LEAST 44 OFFICES Field Offices implemented CVP

221 DAYS technical deployments and field assistance provided

237 STAFF from 40 offices completing World Vision Cash Academy, Cash Blended Learning Courses

32 Field Offices conducted cash readiness assessments

AT LEAST 75% of overall Humanitarian Disaster Management portfolio spent through cash and voucher delivered in East Africa 14.2%
Southern Africa 5.5%
West Africa 4.3%
Asia Pacific 14.3%
Latin America/Caribbean 9.38%
Middle East/Eastern Europe 52.5%

Financial inclusion programmes with community savings groups and micro-finance services expanded

COSMAT Conflict-Sensitive Market Dynamics Analysis Tool (CoSMAT) tested and scaled